Alterations in stress distributions around interalveolar pores after exposure to papain in dogs.
Electron microscopic examination of dog lungs after exposure to papain for as little as 30 min showed removal of surfactant material from the pores of Kohn, and significant enlargement of the pores. We analyzed these early events in terms of structural mechanics, and concluded that: (1) The approximate doubling of the average diameter indicates a lowering of the effective modulus of elasticity in the vicinity of the pores to less than 50% of its original value, which is consistent with the destruction of elastin. (2) The removal of the surfactant material, which normally occludes the pores, results in the loss of the force caused by surface tension, which normally acts at the rim of the pore, and alleviates maximal tissue stress. This lost force can result in a stress increase on the elastin by as much as 20 to 30% of its strength. (3) The whole lung volume pressure deflation curves obtained in hamsters after exposure to papain show a significant increase in compliance associated with papain treatment. Degradation in the elastic modulus of the tissue, caused by the papain, contributes to such an increase. On the other hand, surface tension measurements from canine lung extracts after exposure to papain yield results that should contribute to a decrease in compliance. Because papain treatment destroys the continuity of the lining layer, this contribution is minimized, and the effect on the tissue dominates, resulting in a net increase in compliance.